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The Frank Papp Memorial ride, a ride I previously avoided for fear of not successfully completing the 

challenging terrain and placing at risk my ambitions for YRR. After Sunday’s journey through the hills 

and valleys that is the Scenic Rim / Northern Rivers region I feel somewhat justified in confirming it is 

a good solid ride that you certainly know you’ve done it and commands a good level of rider fitness 

& toughness to complete. 

My experience with this ride for the first time commenced a good few days prior with listed RO 

Stuart advising he could not attend and so I was handed the reins for my first RO experience with 

actual confirmed riders. My very first effort yielded no takers, has that happened to anyone else 

before ? 

Eleven riders showed interest prior to the event however come ride day and a 6:30am start only 

eight turned up. Five riders were to tackle the 110km course and three the 200kms course. All riders 

would travel the first 81km to CP1 at Murwillumbah before the split that would see the 200km riders 

head back towards the coast and the 100km riders heading for home via some large looking hills.  

The weather was absolutely amazing, despite at the start being below 10 degrees it certainly did not 

feel it and with a weather man’s blessing of fine sunny conditions, a light northerly and top 

temperature of low 20’s the foundations were set for a great day in the caldera of the Scenic Rim. 

Formalities out of the way and we were all off. The group split pretty much from the get go with 

Wayne, Hugh, Kym and myself all moving ahead and setting a good steady pace through the 

suburban menagerie of roads, lights, traffic & road signs before hitting the first climbs of the day 

either side of Bilambil. These are certainly good ascents that get the legs going and the heart racing. 

After playing two games of hockey the previous day I went into the ride already feeling the effects of 

this and in the knowledge of a long days climbing it was going to be a case of good management if to 

get through.  My Polka Series ambitions on the line with only this and two more to go. 

Dulguigan Road intersection reached but unlike Six Bumps One Hill were one turns right we turned 

left and headed back towards the coast via Terranora. I remember Terranora from many years past. 

My now wife’s grandfather and I visited the leagues club that was here at a time (Seagulls I think ) 

and was when Mark Geyer was the new kid on the block and Wally Lewis was the general. I can still 

hear the bones groaning as the two consistently engaged in body blows.  

A smallish climb at the 33km mark was followed by a good steady descent before our first cue sheet 

versus Garmin confrontation. With a street name omitted from the cue sheet the resulting 

conversation with assistance from our Garmin’s, cue sheets and iPhone’s concurred we were on 

track and promptly proceeded. Mind you a couple of passing motorists thought we were inhibiting 

their driveline and promptly let their car horn talk for them. They must like driving right inside the 

gutter in NSW or they have a total dislike for cyclists. Wayne had skirted ahead and was caught as 

we collectively entered the bikeway to cross the Tweed River, the switchback in the pathway caused 



a small directional change from Wayne but once across we all headed of at good pace towards 

Kingscliff. 

Kingscliff arrived I advised Hugh, Wayne and Kym I was going to be stopping for a quick bite and 

drink. Wayne elected to push on advising we’ll catch him, we never did see him again for the day. 

Hope the ride went well for you Wayne and when you get a chance send your brevet card into me – 

refer my email. 

Hugh and Kym decided to make the most of the opportunity and also got some food and drinks 

which allowed us time to take in the cosmopolitan feel along the foreshore and with a beach, surf 

and whales just beyond the breakers it was a nice spot to rest. 

Murwillumbah our next stop. It was the first official checkpoint on the route for both distances. 

That’s what I like about Audax, you can stop when you want to and as often as you want to. I like a 

steady approach to my rides and 50km intervals are good for me but I do understand the secret to 

good long distance riding is to find a way to stretch the distances between breaks. I must be soft but 

hey it works for me and I like to enjoy the ride and not feel like death warmed up the next day. I also 

avoid the wrath of my better half. 

Heading down the coast to Boganbar our trio moved long at good speed with Hugh doing a great job 

out front. A second difference between cue sheet and Garmin took place which was soon corrected. 

The road we were to take was a relatively new one and still under construction confirmed by a “road 

closed” sign at its beginning. Crisis averted we moved southwards to Boganbar which heralded the 

change in direction back inland.  

We soon found ourselves crossing the highway and onto Clothiers Creek Road. Prior to the ride I was 

told where Frank’s accident took place and whilst on the day was not totally exact I did inform Hugh 

and Kym of the general area which gave us all a greater understanding of why he liked these roads. 

Thanks Frank for allowing us to ride the very roads you loved so much and whilst I personally never 

knew you, words from others certainly told of a rider that loved his passion and loved to share it 

with others. 

Shortly afterwards we found ourselves climbing (again !!!!) and then descending into Nunderi.  Along 

the way we passed of all things a tea plantation. Looking at each other we questioned the crop and 

then the fact “do we grow tea in Australia?” The answer quite obviously is yes we do.  

We also encountered a unique experience on this part of the course. A couple of Eastern Grey Egrets 

(Ardea-modesta) who were feeding on the roadside decided to take flight as we approached. 

Confused by passing vehicles we determined their flight speed to be around 28kph as they zipped in 

and out of the traffic flowing in both directions. An appreciation of the manoeuvrability confirmed 

through first-hand experience, even with a bent neck, nature at its best but why didn’t they just fly 

into the paddock ??? 

Murwillumbah reached, checkpoint one at 81km. It was hear after enjoying light refreshments at the 

Austral Café Kym and I farewelled Hugh as he headed for Tomewin (something we’d have to 

encounter and negotiate later on ) and the finish line. 



Our course again headed coastward, this time Pottsville, a short 37kms down the road but not after 

climbing the Burringbar Range with the odd little pinch mixed in between. Once on top the descent 

came and went too quickly but enjoyed thoroughly. Passing through Mooball we turned left of 

Tweed Valley Way onto unchartered roads, something Audax delivers and something I am sure all 

riders love to experience as they travel the many and varied roads that exist in our region. 

A couple of smaller climbs seemed notable to us but not to a fellow cyclist time trialling, he passed 

us outbound just after Mooball and crested the final ascent shortly after we did. We do a different 

style of cycling that is not speed orientated, that was my justification anyway. 

Pottsville reached, not much on offer shop /café wise but we managed to find the bakery and some 

food & drink. I just wish the attendant serving me had made the effort to ask about my sandwich 

composition. No meat just salad that included onions....yuck...The coffee was good and so was the 

banana flavoured milk ( it was processed so surely couldn’t get that wrong ).  Facebook updated with 

winds from the south when in fact they were from the north (something to do with the interaction 

between wind and buildings that manipulated its direction when thrust upon us ). This provided a 

great blessing as we would head south for the next 13 odd kms before turning more into a cross 

wind. Kym was working hard on the front with our speed easily around the 30kph range and 

travelling well. My previous days hockey now beginning to take its toll and with 50 odd kilometres to 

go no rest just yet. 

Before long Mooball and the dreaded climb back up the Burringbar Range presented itself. A lonely 

police car at its base in wait was the only excitement as we set into our individual rhythm and 

steadily climbed to the stop. A natural break once there but of notice was the amount of litter 

discarded. It was such an indictment on how we treat our environment, such a disappointment for 

what is a beautiful place. That said we descended, ascended and wandered our way back to CP3 and 

Murwillumbah for the final rest up before Tomewin.  

Just before reaching Murwillumbah Kym and I started to try and work out how far Wayne was in 

front of us....we haven’t as yet determined this but in time....just need your brevet Wayne !!!! 

Murwillumbah reached and with nothing open apart from the local fish’n’ chip shop open we were 

confined to its offerings, beef roll & gravy for Kym and potato cakes for me with some refreshments 

to wash it all down. We needed the drinks as the salt content of the food was quite liberal,  

obviously a cheap commodity. A friendly pigeon joined us and shared in the feast before a lonely ibis 

took advantage of his size and beak differential  to push in and scoop up more of our offerings. Let it 

be said neither went hungry. 

The final kms before the climb completed and it took this long for Kym to find his first white horse. 

Thanks to Roger and Andrew, I love this game as it does pass the time on a long days ride. I didn’t 

tell Kym about the game until we passed a paddock very early in the ride with 4 white horses in 

there, 4-0. Andrew B knows about these sorts of findings don’t you buddy.  Final count, 7-1 to me 

and no windmills. That was to be my only win over Kym as he showed the way up every climb on the 

day. 

 



Tomewin ascended with only the descent to go, my knees were telling me after a hard day on the 

bike and two games of hockey the day before they were hurting. The downhills were fine but every 

time a pedal stroke required that short stinging pain returned. Mind over matter I kept saying and 

with the speed decreasing it was getting harder but before long we had covered the final few 

kilometres and found ourselves back where it all began. 

Truly a great course offering wonderful scenery, great roads with good climbing practice. With Mt 

Warning and the Tweed River your constant companion this is a ride for all members to give serious 

thought to despite your chosen distance.  

 

 

 

 


